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Understanding Human Mobility: a long 
path 
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Moving Object Data 

n  Several domains: 

Hurricanes Turtles 

Vessels Vehicles 



Complexity of the Moving Object Data 

n  Uncertainty 
n  Sampling rate could be inconstant: From every few 

seconds transmitting a signal to every few days 
transmitting one 

n  Data can be sparse: A recorded location every 3 days 
n  Noise 

n  Erroneous points (e.g., a point in the ocean)  
n  Background 

n  Cars follow underlying road network 
n  Animals movements relate to mountains, lakes, ... 

n  Movement interactions 
n  Affected by nearby moving objects 
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What we search for Where we go  

The novelty : BIG DATA 

Whom we interact with What we buy 



Why Mining Moving Object Data? 

n  Large diffusion of mobile devices, mobile 
services and location-based services 



Country-wide mobile phone data 



GSM roaming CDR data –  



GPS tracks 

Onboard navigation devices send 
GPS tracks to central servers 

 
 
 
 
 
Sampling rate ∼3 secs 
Spatial precision ∼ 10 m 
 

Ide;Time;Lat;Lon;Height;Course;Speed;PDOP;State;NSat 
… 
8;22/03/07 08:51:52;50.777132;7.205580; 67.6;345.4;21.817;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:51:56;50.777352;7.205435; 68.4;35.6;14.223;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:51:59;50.777415;7.205543; 68.3;112.7;25.298;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:52:03;50.777317;7.205877; 68.8;119.8;32.447;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:52:06;50.777185;7.206202; 68.1;124.1;30.058;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:52:09;50.777057;7.206522; 67.9;117.7;34.003;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:52:12;50.776925;7.206858; 66.9;117.5;37.151;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:52:15;50.776813;7.207263; 67.0;99.2;39.188;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:52:18;50.776780;7.207745; 68.8;90.6;41.170;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:52:21;50.776803;7.208262; 71.1;82.0;35.058;3.8;1808;4 
8;22/03/07 08:52:24;50.776832;7.208682; 68.6;117.1;11.371;3.8;1808;4 
… 
 





Urban Mobility Complexity: 
vehicles 



Social networks 



Tweeter 
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Research Impacts 

n  Moving object and trajectory data mining has many 
important, real-world applications driven by the real need 

n  Ecological analysis (e.g., animal scientists) 

n  Weather forecast 

n  Traffic control 

n  Location-based services 

n  Homeland security (e.g., border monitoring) 

n  Law enforcement (e.g., video surveillance) 

n  … 

 



outline 

q  Introduction 
q  MDM methods 

q  Clustering 
q  Trajectory Pattern Mining 
q  Prediction 
q  Semantic enrichment 

 
q  MDM methods at work. Understanding Human Mobility 

q  Dimensions of mobility analytics 
q  Models of human mobility 
q  The Mobility Atlas 
 

q  Module 3 Case studies  
q   OD Matrix, D4D, Sociometer, Correlation Patterns,  
q  Network& Mobility 
 



The (GeoP)KDD process 

Mobility 
Data 

Raw data 

Mobility 
Patterns 

Mobile phone data, GPS tracks 

End user 

Mobility manager 

Mobility  
Data 
Mining 



Data mining … 

q  … is about finding models that emerge directly from the 
data 
q Data-driven vs hypothesis-driven analysis 

q  Local models 
q Patterns: find groups of items/events that frequently 

co-occur in the data 
q  Global models 

q Clustering: find a natural partition of the data into 
groups of similar objects 

q Classification: find a function that predicts the value 
of a specified variable given the values of the others 



Trajectory patterns  
 

q  Discover frequently followed itineraries 

= cell 



Trajectory Clustering 

q  Group together similar trajectories 
q  For each group produce a summary 

= cell 



Trajectory classification and prediction 
 

q  Extract behaviour rules from history 
q  Use rules to predict behaviour of future users 

60% 

7% 

8% 

5% 

20% 

? 

= cell 



Trajectory data 

q  Mobility of an object is described by a set of trips 
q  Each trip is a trajectory, i.e. a sequence of time-

stamped locations 

X

Y

Time

X

Y

≡
(x1,y1,t1)

(x2,y2,t2)

(x3,y3,t3)

(x4,y4,t4)

(x5,y5,t5)

(x1,y1,t1)

(x2,y2,t2)

(x3,y3,t3)

(x4,y4,t4)

(x5,y5,t5)



Basic mobility patterns and 
models 

l  T-Pattern: represents trajectory 
segments that visit the same 
sequence of regions with 
similar transition times 

l  T-Flock: represents trajectory 
segments that move together for 
a time interval 

l  T-Cluster: represents a 
group of similar trajectories 
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Trajectory patterns 

 Are there groups of objects that move 
together for some time? 
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Moving Clusters 

n  A moving cluster is a set of objects that move close to 
each other for a long time interval 
n  Note: Moving clusters and flock patterns (see later) are 

essentially the same 
 
 
 

n  Formal Definition [Kalnis et al., SSTD’05]: 
n  A moving cluster is a sequence of (snapshot) clusters 

c1, c2, …, ck such that for each timestamp i (1 ≤ i < k), |
ci ∩ ci+1| / |ci U ci+1| ≥ θ      (0 < θ ≤ 1) 
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Relative Motion Patterns  
(Laube et al. 04, Gudmundsson et al. 07) 

n  Flock: At least m entities are within a circular region of radius r and 
they move in the same direction 

 
n  Leadership: At least m entities are within a circular region of radius r, 

they move in the same direction, and at least one of the entities 
was already heading in this direction for at least s time steps 

 
n  Convergence: At least m entities will pass through the same circular 

region of radius r (assuming they keep their direction) 
 
n  Encounter: At least m entities will be simultaneously inside the 

same circular region of radius r (assuming they keep their speed and 
direction) 
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Relative Motion Patterns  
(Laube et al. 04, Gudmundsson et al. 07) 

n  Flock (m > 1, r > 0): At least m entities are within a circular region of 
radius r and they move in the same direction 

An example of a flock pattern for p1, p2, and p3 at 8th time step; also a 
leadership pattern with p2 as the leader 
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Relative Motion Patterns  
(Laube et al. 04, Gudmundsson et al. 07) 

n  Leadership (m > 1, r > 0, s > 0) At least m entities are within a 
circular region of radius r, they move in the same direction, and at 
least one of the entities was already heading in this direction for 
at least s time steps 

29 

An example of leadership pattern with p2 as the leader 



Basic mobility patterns & 
models: T-Flocks 

q  Group of objects that move together (close to 
each other) for a time interval 

M. Wachowicz, R. Ong, C. Renso, M. Nanni: Finding moving flock patterns among 
pedestrians through collective coherence. International Journal of Geographical 
Information Science 25(11): 1849-1864 (2011) 



Computing Flock Patterns 



Convoy: An Extension of Flock Pattern  
(Jeung et al. ICDE’08 & VLDB’08) 

Discovery of Convoys in Trajectory Databases
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ABSTRACT

As mobile devices with positioning capabilities continue to pro-
liferate, data management for so-called trajectory databases that
capture the historical movements of populations of moving ob-
jects becomes important. This paper considers the querying of such
databases for convoys, a convoy being a group of objects that have
traveled together for some time.

More specifically, this paper formalizes the concept of a convoy
query using density-based notions, in order to capture groups of
arbitrary extents and shapes. Convoy discovery is relevant for real-
life applications in throughput planning of trucks and carpooling
of vehicles. Although there has been extensive research on tra-
jectories in the literature, none of this can be applied to retrieve
correctly exact convoy result sets. Motivated by this, we develop
three efficient algorithms for convoy discovery that adopt the well-
known filter-refinement framework. In the filter step, we apply line-
simplification techniques on the trajectories and establish distance
bounds between the simplified trajectories. This permits efficient
convoy discovery over the simplified trajectories without missing
any actual convoys. In the refinement step, the candidate convoys
are further processed to obtain the actual convoys. Our comprehen-
sive empirical study offers insight into the properties of the paper’s
proposals and demonstrates that the proposals are effective and ef-
ficient on real-world trajectory data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the mobile Internet is still in its infancy, very large
volumes of position data from moving objects are already being
accumulated. For example, Inrix, Inc. based in Kirkland, WA re-
ceive real-time GPS probe data from more than 650,000 commer-
cial fleet, delivery vehicles, and taxis [1]. As the mobile Internet
continues to proliferate and as congestion becomes increasingly
widespread across the globe, the volumes of position data being
accumulated are likely to soar. Such data may be used for many
purposes, including travel-time prediction, re-routing, and the iden-
tification of ride-sharing opportunities. This paper addresses one
particular challenge to do with the extraction of meaningful and
useful information from such position data in an efficient manner.

Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided
that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage,
the VLDB copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear,
and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Very Large Data
Base Endowment. To copy otherwise, or to republish, to post on servers
or to redistribute to lists, requires a fee and/or special permission from the
publisher, ACM.
VLDB ‘08, August 24-30, 2008, Auckland, New Zealand
Copyright 2008 VLDB Endowment, ACM 000-0-00000-000-0/00/00.

The movement of an object is given by a continuous curve in the
(space, time) domain, termed a trajectory. The past trajectory of
an object is typically approximated based on a collection of time-
stamped positions, e.g., obtained from a GPS device. As an exam-
ple, Figure 1(a) depicts the trajectories of four objects o1, o2, o3,
and o4 in (x, y, t) space.

Given a collection of trajectories, it is of interest to discover
groups of objects that travel together for more than some minimum
duration of time. A number of applications may be envisioned. The
identification of delivery trucks with coherent trajectory patterns
may be used for throughput planning. The discovery of common
routes among commuters may be used for the scheduling of collec-
tive transport. The identification of cars that follow the same routes
at the same time may be used for the organization of carpooling,
which may reduce congestion, pollution, and CO2 emissions.
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Figure 1: Lossy-flock Problem

The discovery of so-called flocks [5, 13, 14] has received some
attention. A flock is a group of objects that move together within a
disc of some user-specified size. On the one hand, the chosen disk
size has a substantial effect on the results of the discovery process.
On the other hand, the selection of a proper disc size turns out to
be difficult, as situations can occur where objects that intuitively
belong together or do not belong together are not quite within any
disk of the given size or are within such a disk. And for some data
sets, no single appropriate disc size may exist that works well for all
parts of the (space, time) domain. In Figure 1(a), all objects travel
together in a natural group. However, as shown in Figure 1(b), ob-
ject o4 does not enter the disc and is not discovered as a member of
the flock. A key reason why this lossy-flock problem occurs is that
what constitutes a flock is very sensitive to the user-specified disc
size, which is independent of the data distribution. In addition, the
use of a circular shape may not always be appropriate. For exam-
ple, suppose that two different groups of cars move across a river
and each group has a long linear form along roads. A sufficient
disc size for capturing one group may also capture the other group
as one flock. Ideally, no particular shape should be fixed apriori.

To avoid rigid restrictions on the sizes and shapes of the trajec-
tory patterns to be discovered, we propose the concept of convoy
that is able to capture generic trajectory pattern of any shape and
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§  Flock pattern has rigid definition with a circle 
§  Convoy use density-based clustering at each timestamp 

ta being the start time and tb being the end time. The time inter-
val of o is o.τ = [ta, tb]. A shorthand notation is to use o(tj) for
referring to the location of o at time tj (i.e., location pj).

Figure 4 illustrates the polylines representing the trajectories of
three objects o1, o2, and o3, during the time interval from t1 to t4.
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Figure 4: An Example of a Convoy
As a precursor to defining the convoy query, we need to un-

derstand the notion of density connection [12]. Given a distance
threshold e and a set of points S, the e-neighborhood of a point p
is given as NH e(p) = {q ∈ S | D(p, q) ≤ e}. Then, given a
distance threshold e and an integer m, a point p is directly density–
reachable from a point q if p ∈ NH e(q) and |NH e(q)| ≥ m. A
point p is said to be density–reachable from a point q with respect
to e and m if there exists a chain of points p1, p2, ..., pn in set S
such that p1 = q, pn = p, and pi+1 is directly density–reachable
from pi.

DEFINITION 2. (Density–Connected) Given a set of points S,
a point p ∈ S is density–connected to a point q ∈ S with respect
to e and m if there exists a point x ∈ S such that both p and q are
density–reachable from x.

The definition of density–connection permits us to capture a group
of “connected” points with arbitrary shape and extent, and thus to
overcome the the lossy-flock problem shown in Figure 1. By con-
sidering density–connected objects for consecutive time points, we
define the convoy query as follows:

DEFINITION 3. (Convoy Query) Given a set of trajectories of
N objects, a distance threshold e, an integer m, and an integer
lifetime k, the convoy query returns all possible groups of objects,
so that each group consists of a (maximal) set of density-connected
objects with respect to e and m during at least k consecutive time
points.

Consider the convoy query with the parameters m = 2 and k =
3 issued over the trajectories in Figure 4. �o2, o3, [t1, t3]� is the
result, meaning that o2 and o3 belong to the same convoy during
consecutive time points from t1 to t3.

Table 1 offers the notations introduced in this section and to be
used throughout the paper.

4. COHERENT MOVING CLUSTER (CMC)
A simple technique for computing a convoy is to first perform

(density–connected) clustering on the objects at each time and then
to extract their common objects in an attempt to form convoys. This
approach is similar to the methods for discovering moving clusters
[19]. However, those are unable to discover the exact convoy re-
sults, as explained next:

Symbol Meaning
p Point/location (in the spatial domain)
t Time point
oi Original trajectory of an object

oi(t) Location of oi at time t
o�i Simplified trajectory (of oi)
l�i Line segment of o�i

o�i.τ Time interval of o�i
l�i.τ Time interval of l�i

D(pu, pv) Euclidean distance between points
DPL(p, l) The shortest distance from point to line segment

DLL(lu, lv) The shortest distance between line segments
B(l) The minimum bounding box of l

Dmin(Bu,Bv) The minimum distance between two boxes

Table 1: Summary of Notation

• Let ct and ct+1 be (snapshot) clusters at times t and t + 1.
These clusters belong to the same moving cluster if they
share at least the fraction θ objects (|ct∩ct+1|/|ct∪ct+1| ≥
θ), where θ is a user-specified threshold value between 0 and
1. The problem of applying moving cluster methods for con-
voy discovery is that no absolute θ value exists that can be
used to compute the exact convoy results—either false hits
may be found, or actual convoys may remain undiscovered,
as explained in Section 2.1.

• A moving cluster can be formed as long as two snapshot clus-
ters have at least θ overlap, even for only two consecutive
time. The lifetime (k) constraint does not apply to moving
clusters, but is essential for a convoy.

• As pointed in the previous section, a trajectory may have
some missing time points due to irregular location sampling
(e.g., o3 at t = 2 in Figure 5(a)). In this case, we cannot
measure the density–connection for all objects involved over
those missing times.

In order to solve the above problems for convoy discovery, we
extend the moving cluster method into our Coherent Moving Clus-
ter algorithm (CMC). First, we generate virtual locations for the
missing time points. If any trajectory has a location at time ti, but
another does not during its time interval, we apply linear interpola-
tion to create the virtual points at ti. Second, to accommodate the
lifetime (k) constraint, we require each candidate convoy to have
(at least) k clusters ct, ct+1, · · · , ct+k−1 during consecutive time
points. Third, we test the condition |ct∩ct+1∩ · · ·∩ct+k−1| ≥ m,
to determine whether sufficiently many common objects are shared.
If all conditions are satisfied, the candidate is reported as an actual
convoy.

We proceed to illustrate algorithm CMC using Figure 5, with the
parameters m = 2 and k = 3. Let ci

t be the i-th snapshot cluster
at time t. Clusters at time t are obtained by applying a snapshot
density clustering algorithm (e.g., DBSCAN [12]) on the objects’
locations at time t.
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Figure 5: Query Processing of CMC, m = 2

Table 2 illustrates the execution steps of the algorithm. At time
t1, we obtain a cluster c1

1 (with objects o1, o2, and o3) and consider
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Trajectory pattern mining 

q    Are there groups of objects that perform a 
sequence of movements, with 

q  similar timings though possibly during 
completely dierent moments? 
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Q: What is a trajectory pattern? 



A: A spatio-temporal sequential 
pattern 
q  A sequence of visited regions, frequently visited in 

the specified order with similar transition times 

n  Giannotti, Nanni, Pedreschi, Pinelli.  
Trajectory pattern mining. Proc. ACM SIGKDD 2007 



Simpler case: GSM trajectories 

q  Each trajectory in the 
database is a time-
stamped sequence of 
predefined areas 
(antennas) 

q  A T-pattern is a 
sequence of such 
areas that occurs 
often in the data with 
similar travel time 



Trajectory pattern 

q  ti = transition time 

Δt = 5 minutes 
Δt = 35 minutes 

Area A 

Area B 

Area C 
Spatial information 

Temporal information 

MuseumCastleStation ⎯⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ .min65.min20

n
n

n AtAtAtA ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ − 1
2

1
1

0 ...



Discover frequent cells using a minimum support 
threshold (4) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= cell 

= frequent cell 

Spatial component 



Discover frequent time interval using a tollerance (5 min): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 
B 

C 

Temporal component 

1.   10 min 
2.   15 min 
3.   30 min 
4.   30 min 

1.   5 min 
2.   10 min 
3.   25 min 
4.   40 min 

t1 t2 

t1 

t2 

A 
B 

C 
10-15 
min 

5-10 
min 



More complex case: GPS trajectories 

q  Each trajectory in 
the database is a 
time-stamped 
sequence of points: 
<(x1,y1,t1), ..., (xn,yn,tn)> 

q  In general, no 
predefined regions/
areas 

X 

Y 

Time 

(x1,y1,t1) 

(x2,y2,t2) 

(x3,y3,t3) 

(x4,y4,t4) 

(x5,y5,t5) 
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T-Patterns for trajectories 

q  A Trajectory Pattern (T-pattern) is a pair (s, α): 
q  s = <(x0,y0),..., (xk,yk)>    is a sequence of k+1 

locations 
q  α = <α1,..., αk>  are the transition times (annotations)  

 also written as: 
 

q  A trajectory t supports a T-pattern Tp if t contains a sub-
sequence S such that: 
q  each (xi,yi) in Tp matches a point (xi’,yi’) in S, and 
q  the transition times in Tp are similar to those in S 
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Continuity issues (space & time) 

q  What does “matches” mean in space/time? 
q The same exact spatial location (x,y) usually 

never occurs twice 
q The same exact transition times usually do not 

occur twice 

q  Solution: allow approximation 
q a notion of spatial neighborhood 
q a notion of temporal tolerance 
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T-Pattern: approximate 
occurrence 

q  Two points match if one falls within a spatial 
neighborhood N() of the other 

q  Two transition times match if their temporal difference is 
≤ τ 

 

q  Example: 
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T-Pattern: approximate 
occurrence 

q  Two points match if one falls within a spatial 
neighborhood N() of the other 

q  Two transition times match if their temporal difference is 
≤ τ 

 

q  Example: 
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T-Pattern: approximate 
occurrence 

q  Two points match if one falls within a spatial 
neighborhood N() of the other 

q  Two transition times match if their temporal difference is 
≤ τ 

 

q  Example: 



T-Pattern discovery 

1- Find Regions of Interest 

2- Find similar Trajectory in space and time 

3- Extract patterns: 



Finding regions 
A usage-based heuristic 

1.  Impose a regular grid over space 
2.  Find dense cells (i.e., touched by many trajs.) 
3.  Coalesce cells into rectangles of bounded size 
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Sample Trajectory-Patterns 

Data Source: Trucks in Athens – 273 trajectories) 

AàBàB and 
AàB’ à B’’ 



A T-pattern 
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Characteristics of Trajectory-Patterns 

n  Routes between two consecutive regions are not relevant 
 
 
 
 
 
n  Absolute times are not relevant 

A B 

These two movements are not discriminated 

1 hour 

1 hour 

A B 

These two movements are not discriminated 

1 hour at 5 p.m. 

1 hour at 9 a.m. 
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Trajectory Clustering 
Nanni, Pedreschi.  

Time-focused clustering of trajectories of 
moving objects.  

J. of Intelligent Information Systems, 2006  
 



Clustering: Distance-Based vs. Shape-Based 

n  Distance-based clustering: Find a group of objects moving together  
n  For whole time span 

n  high-dimensional clustering 
n  probabilistic clustering 

n  For partial continuous time span 
n  density-based clustering 
n  moving cluster, flock, convoy (borderline case between 

clustering and patterns)  
n  For partial discrete time span 

n  swarm (borderline case between clustering and patterns)  
n  Shape-based clustering: Find similar shape trajectories 

n  Variants of shape: translation, rotation, scaling, and transformation 
n  Sub-trajectory clustering  

52 



T-clustering 

q  Trajectories are 
grouped based on 
similarity 

q  Several possible 
notions of similarity 
q Start/End points 
q Shape of trajectory 
q Shape & time 
q Etc. 

Nanni, Pedreschi.  Time-focused clustering of trajectories of moving objects.   J. of Intelligent Information Systems, 
2006.  
Rinzivillo, Pedreschi, Nanni, Giannotti, Andrienko, Andrienko. Visually-driven analysis of movement data by progressive 
clustering. J. of Information Visualization, 2008 
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Trajectory Clustering 

q  Questions: 

q Which distance between trajectories? 
q Which kind of clustering? 
q What is a cluster ‘mean’ in our case? 

q  A representative trajectory? 
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q  Average Euclidean distance (Spatio-temporal distance) 

q  “Synchronized” behaviour distance 
q  Similar objects = almost always in the same place at the same time 

q  Computed on the whole trajectory 
q  Computational aspects: 

q  Cost = O( |τ1| + |τ2| )             (|τ| = number of points in τ) 
q  It is a metric => efficient indexing methods allowed, e.g. [Frentzos et al. 

2007] 

||

))(),((
|),(

21
21 T

dtttd
D T

T
∫=

ττ
ττ

 Which distance? 

distance between 
moving objects τ1 
and τ2 at time t 



Average Euclidean Distance 
Sincronized 

q  Align point temporally 
q    
q  Eventually assign penalties to non matching 

points 



Common Destination 

q  Select last point Plast for each trajectory 
q  D(T,T’) = Euclidean(Plast, P’last) 



Common Origins 

q  Select first point Pfirst for each trajectory 
q  D(T,T’) = Euclidean(Pfirst, P’first) 



Route Similarity 

q  Alignment of points, multiple matches 
q  Average Euclidean Distance 
q  Penalties for non matching initial points (no 

penalties for destinations) 
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Which kind of clustering? 

q  General requirements: 
q  Non-spherical clusters should be allowed 

q  E.g.: A traffic jam along a road = “snake-shaped” cluster 
 

 
q  Tolerance to noise 
q  Low computational cost 
q  Applicability to complex, possibly non-vectorial data 

q  A suitable candidate: Density-based clustering 
q  OPTICS   (Ankerst et al., 1999) 

q   è      T(rajectory)-OPTICS 
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A sample dataset 

q  A set of trajectories forming 4 clusters + noise 
(synthetic) 
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K-means 

T-OPTICS 

HAC-average 

T-OPTICS vs. HAC  & K-means 

Reachability plot  
(= objects reordering for distance 
distribution) 

ε threshold 



Density Based Clustering 

K-means Density-based 
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Interactive density-based trajectory 
clustering 

n  Rinzivillo, Pedreschi, Nanni, Giannotti, Andrienko, Andrienko. 
Visually-driven analysis of movement data by progressive 
clustering. J. of Information Visualization, 2008 



Ad-hoc distance functions 

q  Colocation –  
q  Link prediction,  
q Semantic behaviors,  
q GSM data 

q  Spatio-temporal 
Colocation –  
q  Link prediction,  
q Semantic behaviors,  
q GSM data 

q  Start and End 
inclusion 
q Car Pooling Matching 

q  Align to end –  
q  Incoming flows 

q  Align to start –  
q Outcoming flows 
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Progressive clustering 

q  First, create a large clusters of trajectories 
using the “common ends” distance function,  

q  Concentrate on the (big) cluster of inward 
trajectories (routes towards the city center) 

q  Refine by creating subclusters using a more 
sophisticated distance function (route 
similarity) 
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Left: peripheral routes;    middle: inward routes;       right: outward routes. 

Clustering trajectories on “route similarity” 



Analytical effect of progressive 
clustering 

Clustering Data 
(Common Destination) 

Select a Cluster 
Clustering Data 

(route similarity) 



Process Overview 

  

More selective and 
particular distance 
functions (or more 

restrictive parameters) 

Simple and very 
efficient distance 

measure 
Dataset 

Clusters 

Subclusters Subclusters 

Noise 

Noise 

Knowledge 



Derived patterns and models 

q  Combination & refinement of basic patterns 
and models 

l  T-PTree: predictive tree built 
by combining T-Patterns 

l  Individual Mobility Profile: 
routines consistently 
followed by a single moving 
object 



Given the user history as an ordered sequence of spatio-
temporal points, we want to extract a set of routines in 
order to create the his\her mobility profile. 

 
 
Where: 
q  A Routine is a typical local behavior of the user. 
q  A Mobility profile is the set of user’s routines 

User’s Mobility Profile 



Discovering	  individual	  systema3c	  movements	  

Work-‐Home	  

Home-‐Work	  



Derived patterns and models: 
mobility profiles 

User history 
 

An ordered 
sequence of 

spatio-temporal 
points. 

 

Trips construction 
 

Cutting the user history when a 
stop is detected 

 
 
 
 
 

Stops Spatial Threshold 
Stops Temporal Threshold 

Grouping 
 

Performing a density based 
clustering equipped with  a 
spatio temporal distance 

function 
 
 

Spatial Tollerance 
Temporal Tollerance 

Spatio temporal distance 

Profile 
extraction 

 
The medoid of each 

group becomes 
user’s routines and 
the all set become 
the user’s mobility 

profile 

Pruning 
 

Groups with a small 
Number of trips are 

Pruned 
 
 
 
 

Support Threshold 

Trasarti, Pinelli, Nanni, Giannotti.  
Mining mobility user profiles for car pooling. ACM SIGKDD 2011 



The user profiling might be deployed in a car pooling service which 
provides a pro-active suggestions without the need for the user to 
explicitly describe (and update) the trips of interest. 
 
 
Matching of two routines: 
 
 
 
 
Mobility profile share-ability: 

 

 

Car pooling application 



Derived patterns and models: T-
Prediction Tree 

q  Rule-based prediction model 
q  Each T-Pattern is used as a 

“case” 
q  Tree = combination / 

simplification of a set of T-
Patterns + 

+ 

Monreale, Pinelli, Trasarti, Giannotti.  
Where Next: a predictor on Trajectory pattern mining. Proc. ACM SIGKDD 2009 



 

How to realize this idea:  

q  Extract patterns from all the  available movements in a certain area instead of on the 
individual history of an object; 
q  Using these Local movement patterns as predictive rules.    
q  Build a prediction tree as global model. 

Trajectories dataset 

Local patterns 

Prediction Tree 



Given a new trajectory: 
1.   Search for best match 
2.   Candidate generation 
3.   Make predictions 

Best Match 

Prediction 

How to compute the Best Match? 



The path score is the aggregation of all punctual scores along a path.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Best Match is the path having: 
ü  the maximum path score; 
ü  at least one admissible prediction. 

Punctual score: 
1 

Punctual Score: 
.58 

Punctual Score: 
.8 

Path score 
.79 



Derived patterns and models: T-
PTree  

q  Example: Compare actual trajectory against 
the T-PTree 
q Spatial and temporal similarity used to choose 

best “rule” 

A 

B 
D 

E 

C 

A 

B 

C 



Download from: http://m-atlas.eu 

M-Atlas system 



The (GeoP)KDD process 

Mobility 
Data 

Raw data 

Mobility 
Patterns 

Mobile phone data, GPS tracks 

End user 

Mobility manager 

Mobility  
Data 
Mining 



M-Atlas input 

q  M-Atlas: An atlas for “urban mobility 
behaviors”. A framework to query, analyze and 
navigate the results on mobility data  



M-Atlas platform 

q  A tool kit to extract, store, combine different kinds of 
models to build mobility knowledge discovery processes. 



M-Atlas System 

Centralized database which contains all the data, 
patterns and models. It is possible to extend the 
system with new algorithms and new data, pattern 
or model types. 



Objects taxonomy in M-Atlas 
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3.1 Data, models and patterns

M-Atlas adopts state-of-the-art moving object database design principles for its trajectory
store, extended with mechanisms for managing and querying models and patterns. There
are three main object types in M-Atlas: Data, M-model, and M-pattern, depicted in Fig-
ure 8. We distinguish between models and patterns: a pattern is a representation of a local
property that holds over a sub-group of mobility data, e.g., a flock of trajectories; on the
other hand, a model is a representation of a global property that holds over an entire dataset:
accordingly, a model is either a global aggregate (e.g., speed distribution in a trajectory
dataset) or a collection of patterns (e.g., the clustering that partitions an entire dataset into
separate clusters).

Object

Data

M-Model M-Pattern

Spatial Object
Temporal 

Object
Moving Object

T-Reachability T-Clustering T-PTreeT-ODMatrix T-Pattern T-ClusterT-Flow T-Flock

set of

set of

aggregation of

Fig. 8 The M-Atlas type hierarchy. M-Model, M-Pattern and Data are the basic types of data. We can notice
the relationship between M-Models and M-Patterns. For example, T-Clustering model is represented by a set
of T-Cluster patterns, while T-PTree model is an aggregation of T-Patterns

Practically the system adds new object-relational types to the database in order to repre-
sent the new types of data, patterns and models. The advantage of having an object-relational
representation is threefold: (i) it allows the definition of complex data such as lists and trees,
(ii) yields a compact representation of the data, and (iii) makes it possible to use classical
indexing techniques already in the database on complex objects.

3.1.1 Data types

M-Atlas supports three types of data: purely spatial data, purely temporal data, and moving
points, or trajectories.
Spatial objects have a geometric shape and a position in space, and are represented as
S = (type,< p1, . . . , pn >) where type ∈ {point, line, polygon} defines the meaning of
the list of points < p1, . . . , pn >: if type = point then the list is composed by only one point
with its coordinates; if type = line then the list represents a broken line; if type = polygon
then the list represents the contour of the polygon.
Temporal objects are represented as T = (t, d) where t is an absolute temporal value (w.r.t.
a time reference system) and d is a duration expressed in seconds. When t is equal to the
special value null, then the temporal object represents a relative time period. An interval
object is a pair of temporal objects I = (Tmin, Tmax).

We distinguish between models and patterns: a pattern is a representation of a 
local property that holds over a sub-group of mobility data;  a model is a 
representation of a global property that holds over an entire dataset.  
 



DMQL: Model constructors 
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of a data mining method with a specified parameter setting. M-Atlas provides a mining con-

structor for each method in its data mining library, presented in section 3.3. An example of

mining constructor query is the following, which generates a step of density-based trajectory

clusters under specific parameters:

CREATE MODEL ClusteringTable MINE AS T-CLUSTERING
FROM (Select t.id, t.trajobj from TrajectoryTable t)
SET T-CLUSTERING.FUNCTION = ROUTE_SIMILARITY AND

T-CLUSTERING.EPS = 100 AND
T-CLUSTERING.MIN_PTS = 20

3.2 Spatio-temporal query primitives

The querying primitives over data, models and patterns are summarized in Figure 11; the

upper left square contains the data × data primitives, corresponding to the classical spatio-

temporal primitives defined in [21]. All the other primitives have been specifically designed

for M-Atlas, in that they involve models and patterns (data × model/pattern, model/pattern
× data or model/pattern × model/pattern).

Each primitive is defined as a function r(T1, T2) → (Trel), where T1 and T2 are two sets

of objects and Trel = {�o1, o2�|o1 ∈ T1 ∧ o2 ∈ T2 ∧ rel(o1, o2)}. Here, rel is a predicate

defined between the types of objects in T1 and T2, which specifies the relation that should

hold over the pairs of objects that are kept in the resulting table Trel.
Albeit there are apparently only a few kinds of spatio-temporal primitives (contains, in-

tersects, equals), a large variety comes from the different combinations of types of objects to

which such primitives are applied, as illustrated in Figure 11. Each combination depends on

the semantics of movement represented by the types of the involved objects; for instance, the

definition of intersects between a T-pattern and a Moving Point is completely different from

that between a T-Flock and a Moving point. The expressive power of M-Atlas derives ex-

actly from the comprehensive repertoire of spatio-temporal primitives over all combinations

of data, patterns and models; the entire repertoire is reported in [40].

A pattern × pattern primitive is the contains relation between two T-Patterns tp1 =
(R1, T 1, s1) and tp2 = (R2, T 2, s2), defined as follows:

contains(tp1, tp2) ≡ ∃k > 0 | contains(R1
k, R

2
k) ∧ . . . ∧ contains(R1

k+n, R
2
k+n)∧

contains(T 1
k , T

2
k ) ∧ . . . ∧ contains(T 1

k+n, T
2
k+n), n = |R2|

where the contains operator between regions and temporal intervals (data × data) is defined

as in [21]. To construct the table of pairs of objects that satisfy a generic relation we use the

query syntax CREATE RELATION, as in the following example, where a table of pairs of

T-patterns (tp1, tp2) is created, such that tp1 contains tp2:

CREATE RELATION TPatternContains USING CONTAINS
FROM (SELECT t1.id, t1.tpattern, t2.id, t2.tpattern

FROM TPatternTable t1, TPatternTable t2
WHERE t1.id <> t2.id)

A distinctive pattern × data primitive is the entails relation. entails(p, o) holds if the data

object o is an instance of pattern p. The definition of entails is specific for each M-Pattern,

and details are given in Sec. 3.3. An example of query is the following, which creates a table

containing the trajectories belonging to a specific T-Cluster:

CREATE RELATION TrajectoriesInCluster USING ENTAILS
FROM (SELECT t.id, t.traj, c.id, c.cluster

FROM TrajectoryTable t, ClustersTable c)
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Moving objects are the spatio-temporal evolution of the position of a spatial object. There

are three different types of moving objects: moving point, moving line and moving polygon.

In this paper we concentrate on moving points, which represent trajectories.A moving point

is defined as Mo =< p1, t1 >, . . . , < pn, tn >, where pj is a spatial object representing a

point, tj is a temporal object representing an absolute time point and ti < tj for 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ n. To the purpose of this paper, the terms trajectory and moving point are synonyms.

Data Constructors can be associated with each data type, allowing, e.g., to construct data

objects by acquiring and preprocessing raw data. As an example, the following construction

query builds a table Travels of reconstructed travels from the raw observations contained

in the table RawData. By setting a maximum space gap (in km) and time gap (in seconds)

between any two consecutive observations in a trajectory, we can specify the end of a travel

and the beginning of a new one.

CREATE DATA Travels BUILDING MOVING_POINTS

FROM (SELECT userid,lon,lat,datetime FROM RawData

ORDER BY userid,datetime)

SET MOVING_POINT.MAX_SPACE_GAP = 0.2 AND

MOVING_POINT.MAX_TIME_GAP = 1800

3.1.2 M-Pattern Types

A mobility pattern, M-Pattern in short, represents the common behavior of a (sub-)group

of trajectories, obtained as a result of a data mining algorithm. The types of M-Patterns

currently supported by M-Atlas are shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9 M-Pattern types: (a) T-Cluster, (b) T-Pattern, (c) T-Flock, (d) T-Flow

T-Cluster. A T-Cluster (Figure 9(a)) is defined as a set S = {(τ1, l), (τ2, l), . . .} of labelled

trajectories, which share the same membership tag l. The trajectories of a T-Cluster are

grouped on the basis of their similarity according to a specified similarity function, chosen

from a repertoire of possible choices.

T-Pattern: it is represented as tp = (R, T, s) where R =< r0, . . . , rk > is a sequence of

regions, T =< t1, . . . , tk > is a sequence of relative time intervals tj = [tsj , t
e
j ] associated

to each region and s is the support of tp, i.e., the number of trajectories that are compatible

with tp in space and time. Informally, a T-Pattern can be represented as r0
t1→ r1 · · ·

tk→ rk.

Originally introduced in [17], a T-Pattern (Figure 9(b)) is a concise description of frequent

behaviors, in terms of both space (i.e., the regions of space visited during movements) and

time (i.e., the duration of movements).

T-Flock. A T-Flock f = (I, r, b) represents a spatio-temporal coincidence of a group of

moving points, where I = [tmin, tmax] is the time interval of the coincidence, b is the base

moving point and r is the spatial buffer around b which is used to determine the coincidence.

This spatio temporal coincidence defines a common behavior of the people which move

together for a certain time interval (Figure 9(c)).
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T-Flow. The T-Flow tf =< R1, R2, w > represents a flow of w ≥ 0 trajectories which

move from region R1 to region R2 (Figure 9(d)).

3.1.3 M-Model Types

Mobility models, M-Models in short, are the global models extracted by a data mining algo-

rithm, where the adjective global indicates the fact that each such model describes the entire

input dataset. Figure 10 illustrates some of the available M-models in M-Atlas; other M-

Models are simply the entire collection of T-Patterns, T-Clusters and T-Flocks mined over a

trajectory dataset.

Fig. 10 M-Models types: (a) Reachability plot, (b) T-PTree and (c) T-ODMatrix.

Reachability plot: is a histogram of distances between trajectories, obtained considering a

specific distance function (Figure 10(a)). More precisely, it is a sequence of pairs Rp =<

(t1, d1) . . . (tn, dn)) > where tj is a trajectory and dj is the distance between tj and tj+1,

where tj+1 is the nearest neighbor of tj which does not occur in {t1, . . . , tj}. Using a

threshold � for distance, the reachability plot identifies a set of T-Clusters representing the

partition of the whole dataset into labelled groups of similar trajectories.

T-PTree. A T-Pattern Tree, T-PTree in short, is a compact representation of a set of T-

Patterns (Figure 10(b)). It is a prefix tree PT = {root,N,E}, where N is the set of nodes

of the tree, E is the set of edges and root is the root of the tree. Each node ni = {r, supp}
contains a spatial region r and a support value supp; each edge ei,j = {tmin, tmax} con-

nects the nodes i and j specifying a relative time interval. The support label on the nodes

represent the maximum support value of the T-Patterns which have the path root, . . . , ni as

prefix. The formal definition of prefix of a T-Pattern is in [27]; intuitively a T-pattern tp1 is

prefix of another T-Pattern tp2 if every region and interval of the first pattern are included in

the region and interval of the second, in the specified order.

T-O/DMatrix. A T-O/DMatrix (Figure 10(c)) is defined as a labeled graph odm = {O,D,E}
where O = {o1 . . . on} are the nodes which identify the origins, D = {d1 . . . dk} are the

nodes which identify the destinations and E are the edges which connect an origin node with

a destination node. Each node (both origins and destinations) contains a spatial region and

the label on the edges represent the number of movements which start in the origin region

and end in destination node. This model results from the composition of a set of T-Flows,

each representing the trajectories from the origin to the destination region.

Model and Pattern constructors: a generic constructor for M-Models (and M-Patterns) is

defined as a function Td → (Tm, Tp) where Td is a data table, Tm is a model table (con-

taining a single M-Model object) and Tp is a table containing a set of M-Patterns objects.

This operator realizes the construction of M-Models and M-Patterns through the execution

Pattern
s 

Models 



The user Interface 

The Map loaded from 
Open Street Map and 
composed by different 

layers 

The process tree 
which organize the 

analyses done 

Each node has a “type”: 
Trajectories, Map, 

Clustering, Flocks, etc.. 

Contextual Menu each 
node type has different 

options and tools. 

Additional panels for the 
navigation or pattern 

selection. 

Pre-built tools. 
Each one perform a set 
of DMQL queries on the 

selected node. 

Each tool has a set of 
parameters. 

Each tool has a set of 
parameters. 

Each node is described 
by the chain of DMQL 
queries executed from 

the root 



Mobility Data Mining process as 
a DMQL query 
q  CREATE  MODEL  MilanODMatrix  AS  MINE  ODMATRIX 

FROM  (SELECT  t.id,  t.trajectory  FROM  TrajectoryTable  
t), 
(SELECT  orig.id,  orig.area  FROM  MunicipalityTable  orig), 
(SELECT  dest.id,  dest.area  FROM  MunicipalityTable  dest) 

q   
CREATE  RELATION  CenterToNESuburbTrajectories  
USING  ENTAIL 
FROM  (SELECT  t.id,  t.trajectory  FROM  TrajectoryTable  t,  
MilanODMatrix  m 
WHERE  m.origin  =  Milan  AND 
m.destination  IN  (Monza,  ...,  Brugherio)) 

q   
CREATE  MODEL  ClusteringTable  AS  MINE  T-
CLUSTERING 
FROM  (Select  t.id,  t.trajectory  from  
CenterToNESuburbTrajectories  t) 
SET  T-CLUSTERING.FUNCTION  =  ROUTE_SIMILARITY  
AND 
T-CLUSTERING.EPS  =  400  AND 
T-CLUSTERING.MIN_PTS  =  5 

q   
CREATE  RELATION   DistributionCluster  USING 
CONTAINS 
FROM  (SELECT t.id,  t.trajectory , c.cid FROM 
ClusteringTable c, TrajectoryTable t WHERE c.tid=t.id), 
(SELECT * FROM Periods p) 
WHERE cid IN (0,2,3) 
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